The VaR , a new appearing financial risk-manage tool, have been applied widely. Many financial setups have accustomed to measure the risk of a portfolio with theVaR . So it is very necessary to discuss the portfolio choice problem under the VaR constraint. In this paper, by setting and solving the portfolio choice model under the VaR constraint, we illustrate that the use of the VaR constraint reduces the array of choice to a more manageable range. The probability of targetVaR , therefore, can be thought of as a risk tolerance assessment tool (when coupled with another measure of risk).
Introduction
In the path-breaking work on Portfolio Selection, Markowitz (1952) developed the concept of an efficient portfolio in terms of the expected return and standard deviation of return (i.e.
) ,
( σ E criteria). Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) has become one of the most important bases in modern capital market, and been applied widely in the practice of investment. In the absence of specific knowledge of investor's preference, however, it cannot be determined which of any two efficient portfolios is better. Baumel (1963) criteria yield a smaller efficient set, which is a subset of the Markowitz efficient set, and therefore reduces the range of alternatives from which the investor has to select his portfolio. Recently, Wang Shouyang (1999) studied the portfolio choice model that includes trade cost. This work makes the MPT become more satisfactory to the investor's actual needs. Seeing from mathematical eyes, the classical Markowitz model and its plasmodium are some quadratic programmed models with regard to defined matrix.
On the other hand, Value at Risk (VaR ) is an important measure of exposure of a given portfolio of securities to different kinds of risk inherent in financial environment. By now, it became a tool for risk management in financial industry and part of industrial regulatory mechanisms. Meanwhile Basel Committee requested financial setups to measure the market risk with VaR . Considerable amount of research was dedicated recently to development of methods of risk manage-ment based on Value at Risk. This literature is dedicated mainly to efficient techniques for computing VaR of a given portfolio. To construct the portfolio under the thought of VaR , therefore, is one of the most important problems that the international investment market is being faced.
In this paper we combine the notion of VaR with portfolio optimality. More precisely, we seek to define portfolio that produces maximal yield (or minimum risk) and at the same time satisfies constraints on Value at Risk. Our aim is to develop a theory that is the Markovitz theory for optimal mean-variance portfolios in VaR constraint and provide algorithmic tools for computing such portfolios. Our emphasis here is on algorithms because, unlike classical optimal mean-variance portfolios, optimal mean-variance portfolios in VaR constraint generally defy analysis with simple analytical tools.
Building and explaining of the model
As well known, the classical Markowitz model is:
is the expected return rate of the i th asset. confidence. As one would expect, the minimum return for a given confidence level will increase as the expected return increases (holding the standard deviation constant) and will decreases as the standard deviation increases (holding the expected return constant).
Assessing risk as the probability of failing to earn a minimum return can further be helpful in selecting the optimal portfolio from an array of portfolios representing the efficient frontier. This is because the VaR restriction essentially provides information regarding the risk tolerance of the investor. By formally introducing the VaR as a constraint into the portfolio optimization problem, the range of choice across the full array of efficient portfolios can be narrowed to those that are most relevant to the investor. That is, the constraint allows the investor to focus on that segment of the frontier that best fits his or her degree of risk aversion. The probability of target VaR , therefore, can be thought of as a risk tolerance assessment tool (when coupled with another measure of risk). At the same time, only portfolio risk-return trade-offs on or below the efficient frontier are feasible. As Figure 2 shows, the set of feasible portfolios satisfying a VaR constraint is limited. The set of portfolios to be considered for selection in the optimization decision is limited to the shaded area of portfolios that both are feasible and also satisfy the specified VaR constraint. In this case, the investor would select a portfolio from the segment ranging from point A to B, as these represent the optimal portfolios available. In this illustration, and in other cases, the use of the VaR constraint reduces the array of choice to a more manageable range. We should note, however, that the constraint may be either too severe, so as to preclude the possibility of any choice, or too loose, so as to maintain much, if not all, of the efficient frontier as a range of choice.
Solving of the model
Knowing from figure 2, we only need to find the weights of point A and B. To solve the weights of the two points, however, won't work with the simple Laganarge algorithms. So we will solve the problem with a geometric algorithm that was produced by us.
Introducing of the geometric algorithm
We consider a finite set of assets n i , , 2 , 1 Λ = which can be any kind of financial assets, stocks, bonds and options being the most common examples. Weight vector of Portfolio X is characterized by positions in these assets:
and its variance risk σ p 2 of portfolio can be repressed: Λ − , the formula (3.1) stands for a equal-expected-return super-plane. With regard to different R p , we can obtain a family of parallel super-plane. So the optimal weights of the portfolio that includes n assets should be the tangential point of the equal-expected-return super-plane (3.1) and the equal-variance ellipsoid (3.2).
Joining these tangential points, we can obtain a straight line that is called the critical-line of the portfolio of n assets.
In fact, the critical-line is the manifestation of the efficient frontier in weights-space.
Knowing from differential geometry, the normal vector of the formula (3.1) in point ( , , )
The normal vector of the formula (3.2) in point ( , , ) 
The solution of the portfolio based on the geometric way
The formula (2.6) can be turn into the following form:
Taking the formula (2.2) and (2.3) into (3.5), we can get:
The rank of the linear equations group is 2 − n , so the number of its based solutions system is 1. That is saying that Thus we can obtain the range of portfolio choice in VaR constraint:
Given an expected return p R of portfolio within the range, we can find the optimal portfolio weights in the critical-line by connecting (3.1) and (3.4). The variance of portfolio will reduce to minimum under the optimal portfolio weights. This process can be finished through decreasing unknowns of linear equations group. The minimum variance of portfolio can be obtained by the formula (3.2). Given a variance 2 p σ of portfolio within the range, at the same time, we can find the optimal portfolio weights in the critical-line by connecting (3.2) and (3.4). The expected return of portfolio will increase to maximum under the optimal portfolio weights. The maximum expected return of portfolio could be obtained by the formula (3.2).
We should note, however, that the VaR constraint may be either too severe, so as to find non-solution of the quadratic equation with one unknown concerning 1 x , and preclude the possibility of any choice. The VaR constraint, of course, may be lead to find the sole solution of the quadratic equation with one unknown concerning 1 x , and lead to take the choice of portfolio is sole too.
Example
To demonstrate how the portfolio model in VaR constraint is applied in asset allocation, we will consider three major asset classes: common stocks, long-term bonds, and money market instruments. These are the securities commonly used by portfolio managers and major investors, either as a complete list of classes for consideration or as essential classes within more extended groupings of asset classes. These can thus be representative of the sort of actual results produced from an asset allocation while at the same time being clear enough in application to illustrate the process. 
Taking R , Σ and 
According to the formulas (3.4) and (3.5), the expected returns and their variances at points A and B are respectively: Given an expected return p R of portfolio within the range, we can find the optimal portfolio weights directly by connecting (3.1) and (4.1). Given a variance 2 p σ of portfolio within the range, on the other hand, we can find the optimal portfolio weights directly by connecting (3.2) and (4.1). To solve the equations group that is formed of the two equations (4.4) and (4.5), we can get: According to the formula (3.8), the minimum variance of portfolio is: in the right hand of the formula (4.2)). Noting there are two groups of the optimal portfolio weights. Next computing their p R s with the formula (3.7), we can obtain the real optimal portfolio weights by comparing. We don't explain the process in detail. Table 1 . Risk-return date (1926 Risk-return date ( -1993 
